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MATT GREEN - WRITING TO HARVEY KEITEL
FREE EDINBURGH FRINGE FESTIVAL 2016
PRAVDA ROOM, LAUGHING HORSE at ESPIONAGE (VENUE 185)
4 India Buildings, EH1 2EX (Entrances on Victoria Street & Cowgate)
4-28 AUGUST at 2.45pm

FREE ENTRY (Donations)

Two years ago Matt Green spent 6 hours in a car with Hollywood star Harvey Keitel. Since then people
keep asking Matt what Harvey’s like, and presumably the same thing has also been happening the other
way round? So Matt decided to write to him.
Matt’s return to the Edinburgh Fringe is warmly welcomed with a brand new show featuring brushes
with celebrity, doing adverts, booking lookalikes, living with a full-size mannequin and way more jokes
about an ageing movie legend than you might normally expect.
Matt is delighted to make his debut on the Free Festival this year, after 5 solo shows at the Pleasance.
What’s more, his afternoon slot leaves you plenty of time to re-watch Mean Streets afterwards…
Matt is an acclaimed stand up and also a regular performer and writer on TV and radio, including Fresh
Meat, Cradle To Grave, The News Quiz, The Now Show, Cabin Pressure and Inspector Steine.
“a set full of poise, wit and expertly-placed callbacks…really funny.” ✭✭✭✭ (The Scotsman)
“Why someone as funny as this isn’t doing the Apollo, or having a Radio Four series of his own, is
a bit of a mystery. Maybe one day. Let’s hope so.” ✭✭✭✭ (Theatre Bath)
“Not only charming and affable but also disarmingly intelligent…a perfectly paced hour” ✭✭✭✭
(The List)
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MATT GREEN - WRITING TO HARVEY KEITEL
Pravda Room, Laughing Horse @ Espionage (venue 185)
4 India Buildings, EH1 2EX
(Entrances on Victoria Street & Cowgate)
2.45pm (ends 3.45pm) 4-28 August 2016
www.freefestival.co.uk Free Entry (Donations)
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